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Bryce G. McAteer
Executive Director

Transit Multi Purpose Center
15 E. Thurman Ave
Suite D
Porterville, California 93257

info@easterntulegsa.com
www.easterntulegsa.com
-----------------------------AGENDA----------------------------Action items are listed in bold.

1.

ROLL CALL

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT

At this time, members of the public may comment on any item not appearing on the agenda. Under state law,
matters presented under this item cannot be discussed or acted upon by the Committee at this time. For items
appearing on the agenda, the public is invited to make comments at the time the item comes up for Committee
consideration. Any person addressing the Committee will be limited to a maximum of three (3) minutes or the
Chairman’s discretion. At all times, please state your name for the record.

3.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

4.

MINUTES
a. Approval of the March 14, 2019 Stakeholder Committee Meeting Minutes

5.

GSP DRAFTING
a. Discuss and consider new GSP policy matters; may make a recommendation
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6.

NEXT MEETING DATE
a. Next Meeting (Stakeholder Committee) – Thursday, April 11, 2019 at Transit Multi
Purpose Center (15 E. Thurman Ave, Suite D, Porterville); may make a
recommendation

7.

ADJOURMENT

A person with a qualifying disability under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 may request the GSA
Authority to provide a disability-related modification or accommodation in order to participate in any public
meeting of the GSA Authority. Such assistance includes appropriate alternative formats for the agendas and agenda
packets used for any public meetings of the GSA. Requests for such assistance and for agendas and agenda packets
shall be made in person, by telephone, facsimile, or written correspondence to the GSA Authority Secretary or to the
City of Porterville Public Works Department (559) 791-7804, at least 48 hours before a public GSA meeting.
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Stakeholder Committee
March 28, 2019
Agenda Item 4.a
Approval of the March 14, 2019 Stakeholder Committee
Meeting Minutes
Staff Report to the ETGSA Stakeholder Committee
Subject:

Minutes

Submitted By:

Executive Director

Recommended Action:

Move to approve the Minutes of the March 14, 2019 Stakeholder
Committee Meeting Minutes

Executive Summary:
n/a
Background:
n/a
Fiscal Impact:
n/a
Attachments:
•

Exhibit A – Minutes of the March 14, 2019 Stakeholder Committee Meeting
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Agenda Item #4.a
Exhibit A

EASTERN TULE
GROUNDWATER
SUSTAINABILITY
AGENCY
JOINT POWERS
AUTHORITY

MINUTES OF THE MEETING
OF THE STAKEHOLDER COMMITTEE
HELD MARCH 14, 2019
At approximately, 2:02 p.m. on March 14, 2019, at the City of Porterville Transit Main Purpose
Conference Room, Chairman Matt Leider, called to order a meeting of the Stakeholder
Committee of the Eastern Tule Groundwater Sustainability Agency Joint Powers Authority
(“ETGSA”).
Members Present:

John Konda
Tom O’Sullivan
Matthew Leider
Julia Inestroza

Bill Bennett
Don Castle
Matt Watkins
Sopac Mulholland

Stakeholder Members Absent:

Kathy Briano
Jason Guthrie

Ben Magana
James Parsons

Others Present:

Bryce McAteer
David Payne
Mike Knight
Richard Garcia
Garrett Busch

Julie Allen
Richard Garcia
Mike Reed
Julie Allen
John M Domondon

PUBLIC COMMENT
Chairman Matt Leider announced the public comment period. No public comment was received.
MINUTES
Approval of February 21, 2019 Joint Meeting of the Executive and Stakeholder
Committees Minutes
Member O’Sullivan moved for approval of the February 21, 2019 Joint Meeting of the Executive
and Stakeholder Committee Minutes. The motion was seconded by Member Konda. Member
Watkins abstained from the vote. The remainder of the committee members voted to
unanimously approve motion, and the motion carried.
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STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Report on ongoing outreach efforts and upcoming events
Executive Director McAteer referred the committee to Agenda Item #4.a, attached hereto and
incorporated by reference, a copy of his report on ongoing outreach efforts and upcoming events.
Included in his report were Exhibits A-D, copies of various fliers for upcoming and recently held
outreach events.
ETGSA MEETINGS REVIEW
Report on ETGSA Board Meeting of March 7, 2019
Executive Director McAteer provided a report on the ETGSA board meeting of March 7, 2019.
Attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #5.a is a copy of his report.
TULE SUBBASIN COORDINATION
Report on updated draft Historical Tule Subbasin Water Budget and updated draft
Estimated Sustainable Yield
Executive Director McAteer provided a report on the updated draft Historical Tule Subbasin
Water Budget and updated draft estimated Sustainable Yield. Attached hereto and incorporated
by reference as Agenda Item #6.a is a copy of his report. Additionally, the Executive Director
provided a brief presentation, attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #6.a
Exhibit A, describing this information and the draft estimated reduction in applied groundwater
necessary to achieve sustainable pumping rates.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding the new draft estimated sustainable yield
numbers and how they compared with the previous numbers reported in the 2017 Tule Subbasin
Water Budget Report. The Executive Director noted that the new draft estimated numbers are an
increase from the previous estimates, but that they are not final and still subject to change.
Public comment was received from John Michael Domondon.
Report on draft framework for defining Tule Subbasin Sustainability Goal and
Undesirable Results; may make a recommendation
Executive Director McAteer provided a report on the draft framework currently under
consideration for defining the Tule Subbasin’s Sustainability Goal and Undesirable Results.
Attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #6.b is a copy of his report.
Included in his report were Exhibit A, a copy of the working Discussion Draft, Exhibit B, a
presentation describing the draft methodology proposed for developing undesirable results, and
Exhibit C, a presentation describing how representative monitoring sites and minimum
thresholds might be considered in the Tule Subbasin.
2
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Public comment was received from Julie Allen
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding the various components of sustainable
management criteria and the process of developing those components.
*Soapy Mulholland arrived at this time.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding how the ETGSA’s committees might
engage with new data to develop sustainable management criteria, when the Board might make a
decision on minimum thresholds, various considerations when setting minimum thresholds, and
the economic impacts of different minimum thresholds.
Public comment was received from Julie Allen.
Discussion ensued amongst the Committee regarding the different ramp down scenarios, the
definition of BGS (below ground surface) and AMSL (at mean sea level), having different
minimum thresholds in different locations, using groundwater levels to track various
sustainability indicators, and setting minimum thresholds that are achievable.
Public comment was received from Sean Geivet and David De Groot.
Member Watkins moved to recommend approval of the draft framework presented for defining
the Tule Subbasin Sustainability Goal and Undesirable Results. Member O’Sullivan seconded
the motion, and the committee unanimously approved the motion.
Report on Tule Subbasin Coordination, TH&Co Task Items, and upcoming TAC Meeting
on March 20, 2019
Executive Director McAteer provided a report on ongoing coordination activities. Attached
hereto an incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #6.c is a copy of his report. Included in his
report was Exhibit A, a presentation describing the current timeline for Subbasin Coordination
and TH&Co deliverables.
The Executive Director noted that the March TAC meeting had been cancelled and rescheduled
to April 17, 2019.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding the development of GSPs and staying on
schedule.
Report on Inter-Basin & Regional Coordination
Executive Director McAteer provided a report on various inter-basin and regional coordination
efforts. Attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #6.d is a copy of his
report.
3
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Public comment was received from Julie Allen.
GSP DRAFTING
Report on ETGSA GSP Drafting; may make a recommendation.
Executive Director McAteer provided a report on the ETGSA’s GSP drafting. Attached hereto
and incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #7a is a copy of his report. Included in his report
was Exhibit A, a copy of the draft outline for ETGSA’s GSP Section 5.
Discussion ensued amongst the Committee regarding the framework of the draft Section 5, its
categorization and description of projects and management actions, and how it compared with
other GSAs’ draft sections.
Public comment was received from Sean Geivet.
Member O’Sullivan moved to recommend approval of the draft framework presented for
ETGSA’s GSP Section 5. Member Castle seconded the motion, and the committee unanimously
approved the motion.
Discuss and Consider New GSP Policy Matters; May Make a Recommendation
Executive Director McAteer provided a presentation on new GSP policy matters. Attached
hereto and incorporated by reference as Agenda Item #7.b is a copy of his report on the new
policy matters and, as Agenda Item #7.b Exhibit A, a copy of his PowerPoint presentation
reviewing ETGSA’s New Policy Matters and, as Agenda Item #7.b Exhibit B, a copy of a Draft
Memorandum describing various considerations for the development of recharge projects
provided by ETGSA’s consulting engineering firm.
Sustainable Management Criteria
Executive Director McAteer provided an overview of various considerations when developing
sustainable management criteria and the data that the Committees could expect to receive to
inform their future discussions on the subject.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding new monitoring wells and DWR’s technical
assistance.
Public comment was received from David De Groot and Garrett Busch.
Management Areas
Executive Director McAteer provided an overview of how management areas are defined in the
GSP Regulations and provided the Committee with staff’s recommendation on management
areas. The Executive Director proposed that there be four initial management area types: a
Greater Tule Management Area for the generally agricultural and rural lands, a Community
4
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Management Area or series of Community Management Areas for ETGSA’s various community
areas, an Inter-Basin Agency Management Area encompassing KTWD, and a Subsidence
Management Area to be delineated and determined at a future date.
The committee discussed other management area concept alternatives, as described in the
presentation. The Executive Director noted that additional Management Areas could likely be
developed in the future, if necessary, and, additionally, that existing Management Areas could
likely be consolidated if it was found that they were no longer necessary.
Member Watkins moved to accept staff’s recommendation for four initial management area
types, as presented by the Executive Director. Member O’Sullivan seconded the motion.
Member Konda opposed the motion. The remainder of the committee members voted to
unanimously approve the motion, and the motion carried.
Additional discussion ensued amongst the Committee regarding Management Areas.
Public comment was received from Sean Geivet.
Results of TH&Co Task Items (and implications)
This item was briefly reviewed by the committee, and will be addressed at a later date.
Mechanisms & Functioning of a Sharing System
Executive Director McAteer discussed with the Committee that, at the previous joint committees
meeting, several policy questions had been presented on how a sharing system might function.
As presented in the presentation, he provided the committee with several staff recommendations
and reasonings for those recommendations for each of the policy questions presented therein.
*Member Konda left at this time.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding groundwater accounts and the staff
recommendations. Further discussion ensued regarding the criteria for individuals and entities to
create groundwater accounts and the various functions managed through a groundwater account.
*Member Konda returned at this time.
Public comment was received from Sean Geivet.
Discussion ensued amongst the Committee regarding saving and banking groundwater, carrying
it over into future years, and putting groundwater allocations to beneficial use. Additional
discussion ensued regarding when groundwater allocations might exhaust as a result of non-use.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding the reporting of prices paid on transferred
allocations.

5
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Member Watkins moved to accept the staff recommendation on requiring that prices paid for
transfers be reported (Staff Recommendation – “The ETGSA should require that prices paid for
transfers be reported.”). Member Mulholland seconded the motion, and the committee
unanimously approved the motion.
Member Konda moved to recommend that groundwater accounts be debited and credited no less
than monthly. Member Bennett seconded the motion. Member Mulholland opposed the motion.
The remainder of the committee members voted to unanimously approve the motion, and the
motion carried.
Discussion ensued amongst the Committee regarding keeping groundwater accounts current and
how use might be monitored.
Discussion ensued regarding pre-arranged transfers and utilizing a market board to also initiate a
transfer.
Member Konda moved to accept the staff recommendation on how transfers might be initiated
(Staff Recommendation – “The ETGSA should both facilitate the maintenance of a “market
board” and provide for groundwater account holders to initiate transfers with pre-identified
participants.”). Member Watkins second the motion, and the committee unanimously approved
the motion.
*Member Watkins left at this time
Public comment was received from Julie Allen.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee on the subject of debiting preferences and how
various groundwater allocation types might be debited following groundwater use.
*Member Watkins returned at this time.
Member O’Sullivan moved to accept the staff recommendation on debiting preferences (Staff
Recommendation – “There should be a default debiting preference for all groundwater accounts,
but a groundwater account holder should be able to freely adjust their debiting preferences as
they see fit.”). Member Bennett seconded the motion, and the Committee unanimously approved
the motion.
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding who might be eligible to maintain a
groundwater account.
Member Konda moved to table the discussion on eligible groundwater account holders. Member
Watkins seconded the motion, and the committee unanimously approved the motion.
Criteria for Validating a Recharge Project
The item was pulled from the agenda and will be raised at a future date.
6
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Evaluating Transfer Impacts
The item was pulled from the agenda and will be raised at a future date.
Historical Use
The item was pulled from the agenda and will be raised at a future date.
NEXT MEETING DATE
Next Meeting (Stakeholder Committee) – Thursday, April 11, 2019 at Transit MultiPurpose Center (15 E. Thurman Ave., Ste. D, Porterville); may make a recommendation
Discussion ensued amongst the committee regarding scheduling an additional meeting in the
month of March.
Member Inestroza moved to schedule a Special Meeting of the ETGSA Stakeholder Committee
on March 28th, 2019. Member Watkins seconded the motion. Member Konda abstained on the
motion. The remainder of the committee unanimously approved the motion, and the motion
carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Since there was no further business to come before the Committee, Chairman Leider adjourned
the meeting at approximately 4:00pm.
Respectfully submitted,

____________
Bryce G. McAteer, Secretary to the Board

7
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Stakeholder Committee
March 28, 2019
Agenda Item 5.a
Discuss and consider new GSP policy matters; may
make a recommendation
Staff Report to the ETGSA Stakeholder Committee
Subject:

Current GSP Policy Matters

Submitted By:

Executive Director

Recommended Action:

See Exhibit A for Staff Recommendations

Executive Summary:
ETGSA Staff has introduced the Executive and Stakeholder Committees to a series of new policy
matters that have been discussed amongst the Committees since their meetings beginning in
January 2019. The following recommendations have, thus far, been provided by the
Committees:
•

•

Executive Committee Recommendations on Policy Matters:
o Moved to recommend the use of management areas and have staff bring back to
the committee draft criteria and visualizations. – February 21, 2019
o Moved to have staff bring back a summary of potential criteria for groundwater
account users. – February 21, 2019
Stakeholder Committee Recommendations on Policy Matters
o Moved to recommend the use of management areas and have staff bring back to
the committee draft criteria and visualizations. – February 21, 2019
o Moved to have staff bring back a summary of potential criteria for groundwater
account users. – February 21, 2019
o Moved to accept staff’s recommendation for four initial management area types,
as presented by the Executive Director – March 14, 2019
o Moved to accept the staff recommendation on requiring that prices paid for
transfers be reported (Staff Recommendation – “The ETGSA should require that
prices paid for transfers be reported.”) – March 14, 2019
o Moved to recommend that groundwater accounts be debited and credited no
less than monthly. – March 14, 2019
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Stakeholder Committee
March 28, 2019
o Moved to accept the staff recommendation on how transfers might be initiated
(Staff Recommendation – “The ETGSA should both facilitate the maintenance of
a “market board” and provide for groundwater account holders to initiate
transfers with pre-identified participants.”) – March 14, 2019
o Moved to accept the staff recommendation on debiting preferences (Staff
Recommendation – “There should be a default debiting preference for all
groundwater accounts, but a groundwater account holder should be able to
freely adjust their debiting preferences as they see fit.”) – March 14, 2019
Background:
At its January 2019 Board Meeting, the following items were discussed as new policy matters to
be discussed and recommended on by the Committees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management Areas
Sustainable Management Criteria
Results of TH&Co Task Items and implications on Projects & Management Actions
Mechanisms and functioning of a sharing system
Criteria for validating a recharge project
Defining historical use
Evaluating transfer impacts
Inter-GSA transfers

Fiscal Impact:
n/a
Attachments:
•

Exhibit A: ETGSA New Policy Matters
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Agenda Item #5.a
Exhibit A

ETGSA
New Policy Matters
Bryce G. McAteer
Executive Director, ETGSA

Presentation for the
Stakeholder Committee
______
March 28, 2019
FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Table of Contents
New Policy Matters
• Sustainable Management Criteria
• Management Areas
• Results of TH&Co Task Items (and implications)
• *Mechanisms and Functioning of a Sharing System
• Criteria for Validating a Recharge Project
• *Evaluating Transfer Impacts
• *Inter-GSA Transfers
• *Historical Use

Color Key for Table of Contents
• *Red Text – Indicates topic that is addressed in today’s presentation
• Black Text – Indicates topic that is not addressed in today’s presentation
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FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Mechanisms & Functioning of a
Sharing System

3

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Eligibility for a Groundwater Account

Question: Should non-well owners and/or non-landowners (e.g. lessees) be permitted to
maintain Groundwater Accounts?
Staff Recommendation – Any verifiable individual and/or entity should be able to maintain a
Groundwater Account.
Reason: Groundwater accounts would allow for individuals and entities to manage several different functions related to their
necessary compliance with ETGSA’s groundwater management rules. How a groundwater account can be utilized by a user,
however, is fully conditioned and contingent upon the user having met the eligibility criteria necessary for each function.
While a user may not be eligible or may not need to utilize one function, they may be eligible and may be required per ETGSA to
utilize another. Non-use of one function should not necessarily prohibit the use of another. Examples of function eligibility are noted
below:
• You cannot register a parcel unless you own that parcel, or have been given verifiable explicit permission to do so by the
owner.
• You cannot register a well unless you own the well, or have been given verifiable explicit permission to do so by the owner.
• You cannot register a recharge project unless you own the project, or have been given verifiable explicit permission to do so
by the owner.
• You cannot receive allocations, unless a) you are entitled to receive them via registered parcels, b) you are entitled to receive
them via registered recharge project or recharge activity, or c) you have engaged in a voluntary transfer between willing
transferees and transferors.

4

Note – 5 “key questions” or policy questions were identified in previous stakeholder committee meetings regarding
this New Policy Matter. The Committee has provided recommendations on 4 of those 5 questions. The question
provided here is the final question without a Stakeholder Committee recommendation.

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Groundwater Accounts
NOTE - DETAILS & PROCESS
DESCRIBED ARE CONCEPTUAL IN
NATURE & SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Creating a Groundwater Account

•
•

Go to ETGSA Account Portal and click “Create
ETGSA groundwater account”
As necessary, upload information such as:
• Contact information
• SSN/EIN
• Verification of Entity Representation
• Payment Preferences
• Allocation Debiting Preferences

Use your Account to link, view, and/or manage any of the following:

Registered Parcels
& Recharge Projects
Registered Wells & Well
Registration Permits

Allocation Transfers
Allocation Balances

Account Users and User
Privileges
5
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Parcels, Well Registration Permits, & Allocations
NOTE - DETAILS & PROCESS
DESCRIBED ARE CONCEPTUAL IN
NATURE & SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Groundwater Account

Parcels
Well Registration
Permits

Allocations

Must be created in order to manage any of the below

Must be registered in order for your Allocation Balance (hosted on your Account)
to be credited with your entitled number of allocations.
Must be acquired and designate the Irrigation Area boundaries to properly debit allocations
• Note – Irrigation of parcel areas not bounded by a Well Registration Permit “Irrigation Area” Boundary
would result in parcel owner being subject to the full Penalty Fee (and other procedures) for the volume
of groundwater improperly used
• Note – Irrigation Area requirement different for metered systems such as Public Water Systems

•
•
•
•

Recharge Projects
6

Function

Can be credited through parcel registration, verified recharge, or transfer
Can be debited through use, transfer, or exhaustion
Different types of allocations with different rules may exist (e.g. Sustainable Yield,
Transitional Volume Option, Recharge, etc.)
Balance of allocations is recorded and displayed through your Groundwater
Account Allocation Balance, hosted on your Account

Must be registered and linked to your Account in order for your Allocation Balance
(hosted on your Account) to be credited with your entitled number of recharge credits.

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Evaluating Transfer Impacts
& Inter-GSA Transfers

7

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Key Questions: Evaluating Transfer Impacts
1) If sufficient data indicates that transfers of groundwater credits from one area to another could cause
undesirable results, what mechanisms might the GSA consider using to manage such impacts?
Approaches discussed in the past include:
• Transfer Fees
• Exchange Rates
• Trade Balance Caps
Staff Recommendation : Should sufficient data at a future date indicate that transfers may cause undesirable
impacts, the GSA should utilize the most efficient approach(es) to manage those impacts.
Reason: If undesirable impacts can be verifiably linked to transfers, then those impacts must be managed.
2) Should ETGSA consider policies in the interim (i.e. while data gathering) to manage potential unforeseen
effects?
Staff Recommendation: Until future policies are developed, each transfer should be subject to a nominal fee and
a nominal volumetric set-aside.
Reason: The fee would be used to fund additional monitoring to gather data and mitigate for potential
substantiated impacts. The volumetric set-aside would allow ETGSA to manage potential unforeseen undesirable
impacts; however, on a periodic basis following an analysis, this set-aside volume would be returned to the extent
it was exacted from each individual transferee if the analysis indicates that actual use of the set-aside would not
have induced an undesirable impact.
8
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Example: Interim Nominal Fee & Set-Aside
Transferee

Transferor

0.1 AF is
“Exhausted”
Return to
Transferee 0.1 AF

Transfer Initiated

Use of the 0.1 AF
Set Aside would not
have caused an
undesirable impact?

9.9 AF

10 AF
0.1 AF Set-Aside
$ Transfer Fee

Use of the 0.1 AF
Set Aside would
have caused an
undesirable impact?

Periodic
Analysis

ETGSA

$
Monitoring & Mitigation

9
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Key Questions: Inter-GSA Transfers

Inter-GSA Transfers
1) If ETGSA and another Tule
Subbasin GSA have similar policies,
should they coordinate to establish
a process to allow for Inter-GSA
transfers?

10

Staff Recommendation: Yes, ETGSA should
coordinate with other Tule Subbasin GSAs who
establish similar accounting and allocation
policies in order to establish a process to allow for
Inter-GSA Transfers.
Reason: Increasing the number of potential
transferors and transferees provides for a greater
opportunity to more efficiently share limited
resources and adapt as circumstances change.

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Historical Use

11

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Historical Use & Policy Questions
Defining “Historical Use”
Implies some sort of time element.

Implies some sort of usage/quantity.

•

•

•
•
•

When? (Since 1960? 1914? 2014?) Or,
What Period (10 years, 5 years, or X
Years between [Beginning Year] and
[End Year])?
How is the time period justified?
How are periods of dormancy handled?
What is the equation? Average use,
median use, highest & lowest use, or
something else?

•
•
•

Is usage based on total irrigation, crop
type/demand, potentially irrigable (gross
acres), or explicit groundwater use?
What if crops types and/or irrigation practices
(i.e. irrigation efficiency) changed over time?
Are different users types (e.g. Ag, Municipal,
Partial Users, etc.) treated differently?
How is usage verified and how are
discrepancies/different sources treated?

Policy Questions
SGMA does not prescribe a methodology for determining allocations. Assuming aggregate
Historical Use is greater than Sustainable Yield, should “Historical Use” be considered in
terms of allocating…

12

1) Sustainable Yield; and/or
2) Transitional Groundwater
and
If so, how?

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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SGMA, Water Rights, and Allocations

SGMA § 10720.5.(b) – No Modification of Water Rights or Priorities, and No
Determination of Water Rights Pursuant to this Part
• “Nothing in this part, or in any groundwater management plan adopted pursuant to this
part, determines or alters surface water rights or groundwater rights under common law
or any provision of law that determines or grants surface water rights.”
SGMA § 10723.2. – Consideration of All Interests of All Beneficial Uses and Users of GW
• “The groundwater sustainability agency shall consider the interests of all beneficial uses
and users of groundwater, as well as those responsible for implementing groundwater
sustainability plans…”
SGMA § 10726.4. – Additional Authorities of Groundwater Sustainability Agency
• (a) “A ground water sustainability agency shall have the following additional authority and
may regulate groundwater extraction using that authority:”
• (a)(2) “To control groundwater extractions by regulating, limiting, or suspending
extractions… or otherwise establishing groundwater extraction allocations… A limitation
on extractions… shall not be construed to be a final determination of rights…”
• (a)(3) “To authorize temporary or permanent transfers of groundwater extraction
allocations…”
• (a)(4) “To establish accounting rules to allow unused groundwater extraction allocations
13 issued by the agency to be carried over from one year to another…” FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Est. Applied Water & Est. Necessary Reduction
~287.8k AF
GW Deficit Pumping
~77k AF
~209.8k AF
Ag SW Return Flow
~23.4k AF

Ag SW Crop ET
~77.2k AF

ETGSA Ag. GW SY
~98k AF

CURRENT v. SUSTAINABLE
AG APPLIED RATE (AF)
Total Current Applied

275,600

Avg. Ag SW Crop ET

-77,200

Avg. Ag SW Return Flow

-23,400

ETGSA Ag. GW SY

-98,000

GW Deficit Pumping

77,000

SW = Surface Water (note - includes Tule River,
Imported Supplies, and Recycled Supplies)
GW = Groundwater
Est. Current
Applied
14

Est. Sustainable
Applied

Note: Per TH&Co updated preliminary draft data; SY assumes no change in Subbasin Municipal or Export pumping
FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
Note: Graphics not to scale
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Concept: Usable GW, Fees, and Penalties
Municipal &
Industrial Pool

Agricultural
Pool

De Minimis
Pool

Agricultural Parcels
enrolled in ILRP

All other Ag &
Rural Parcels

Overuse Penalty: Caps groundwater use above sustainable yield & allowable overdraft with Penalty
Tier 2 TVO: Option to use a limited volume of overdraft water; Exercise of the option incurs a Fee
Tier 1 TVO: Option to use a limited volume of overdraft water; Exercise of the option incurs a Fee
Sustainable Yield Allocations: Useable allocations received from shares; use is at no additional charge
Note: Recharge credits not shown, but would be usable by participants of validated recharge projects
15
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Example 1 - TVO Allowance Pools
All Eligible Ag Lands Same
2025
2030
2035
2040

1 TVO Allowance Pool

KEY

Eligible Ag Lands Grouped
(Several)
2025
2030
2035
2040

Periodic Ramp
Down of TVOs
Several (e.g. 2-3) TVO
Allowance Pools

Sustainable Yield
Allocation

Eligible Ag Lands Grouped
(Many)
2025
2030
2035
2040

16

Note – Intra-TVO Pool Tiers not show

TVO Pool (Transitional
Volume Options)

Many (>3) TVO
Allowance Pools

Approach: Smaller TVO Pools are not
reduced until initially larger TVO Pools
have been reduced to the extent that
they equal the smaller TVO pool.

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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Example 2 – TVO Allowance Pools
All Eligible Ag Lands Same
1 TVO Allowance Pool
KEY

Ramp Down of
TVOs in 2025

Eligible Ag Lands Grouped
(Several)
Several (e.g. 2-3) TVO
Allowance Pools

Ramp Down of
TVOs in 2030
Ramp Down of
TVOs in 2035
TVO Pools(Transitional
Volume Options)
Sustainable Yield
Allocation

Eligible Ag Lands Grouped
(Many)
Many (>3) TVO
Allowance Pools

17

Note – Intra-TVO Pool Tiers not show

Approach: Each TVO Allowance
Pool is reduced differently at the
beginning of each new 5-year
allocation period.
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